2010 ARCHIVES

1. Breast cancer and beauty products: the paraben concern
   Clinical Commentary by Marianne Marchese, ND

2. Digital Mammography Delivers Significantly Less Radiation Than Conventional Mammography

3. Acupuncture Reduces Hot Flashes, Improves Sex Drive for Breast Cancer Patients

4. Effects of Tamoxifen and Exemestane on Cognitive Functioning of Postmenopausal Patients With Breast Cancer. Results From the Neuropsychological Side Study of Tamoxifen & Exemestane Trial

5. Aspirin boosts breast cancer survival rate

6. Study: Double Mastectomy May Not Improve Survival

7. Chemicals linked to breast cancer

8. Axillary Node Dissection in DCIS Offers Little Prognostic Information

9. Yoga Eases Sleep Problems Among Cancer Survivors

10. Why MRIs Don't Lead to Better Cancer-Survival Rates

11. Overtreating earliest cancers - but which ones?

12. Exercise Preserves Freedom of Movement After Breast Cancer Surgery

13. ASCO: Survival No Better After Axillary Node Surgery

14. A Big Discovery for DCIS. Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation - Blog

15. Fish oil supplements may decrease breast cancer risk. Research backs anti-inflammatory effects, but cause-and-effect unclear

16. Study suggests link of cleaners to breast cancer

17. Sex and Intimacy After Cancer

18. MYTHS AND REALITIES ABOUT BREAST CANCER
   Compiled by Breast Cancer Options from a variety of sources

19. New Imaging Technique Could Help Physicians Ease Lymphedema Symptoms

20. Removing 2mm around breast cancer tumours prevents residual disease in 98% of patients

21. Cancer patients pick antidepressant for hot flashes

22. MEDICAL DECISION MAKING - Relative Risk and Absolute Risk